NOT TO SCALE

NOTES:
1. TRUNCATED DOME PAVERS SHALL BE TEK-WAY DOME TILES, COLOR "STANFORD BLACK", 24" X 36" STANDARD, 2.35" O.C. DOME SPACING, IN LINE PATTERN. STRONG-GO INDUSTRIES, TUCSON, AZ. WWW.STRONGGO.COM
2. FOR NEW INSTALLATIONS, "WET SET" AND "THIN SET" METHODS ARE VIABLE, THOUGH WET-SETTING IS PREFERRED. CONTRACTOR TO REFER TO MANUFACTURER SPECIFICATIONS AND ADHERE TO RECOMMENDATIONS UNLESS OTHERWISE APPROVED.
3. DETECTABLE WARNING SURFACES SHALL CONTRAST VISUALLY WITH ADJACENT PATHWAY PAVING SURFACE.

CONCRETE RAMP, PER STANDARD DETAIL AND SPECIFICATIONS, PROVIDE 4" THICK CONCRETE ON 4" DEPTH CLASS II BASE. ADD "LIQUIBLACK" TINT, O.A.E., AT RATE OF ONE PINT PER CUBIC YARD OF CONCRETE.

CAST CONCRETE TRUNCATED DOME PAVERS, REFER TO NOTE AND DETAIL CS-293.